FIRST OVER EVEREST
1922, 1924, and 1933, and the skill and vigour of the West
were concentrated on struggling, and struggling in vain, over
the bare two miles between the North Col and the untrodden
summit.
Imagination shudders at the task confronting those who
might contemplate traversing the infinitely more dreadful ten
miles of the ground north-eastwards from Dingboche.
There remained the aeroplane.
It was by special favour of the Maharaja of Nepal, accorded
in the spring of 1932, that the aircraft of the Houston-Everest
flight were to be permitted to cross the jealously guarded
border of Nepal, to show the world how the attack might be
carried by air over the summit of Nature's last stronghold in
the mountains.
The grant of this favour was in itself a testimony to die
value of the survey work, the demonstration of mapping
possibilities from the air, planned by the originators, and to
which the Government of Nepal accorded due appreciation as
we have seen. The benediction of the Royal Geographical
Society was the foundation stone of the expedition's plans, for
this drew the attention of the Air Ministry to the value of the
project, the resultant combination paving the way for an
approach to the Government of Nepal.
The arena was a fitting one wherein to splinter a lance for
science; for from time immemorial, adventure has stamped
her impress on the length and breadth of the historic kingdoms
of Bengal and Oudh. Here roving blades from the heart of
Asia, from Mogulistan and Ferghana, the lieutenants of Baber
and of Humayun, carved for themselves principalities and
satrapies. Here the bold venturers of the Honourable Company,
Clive, Stringer Lawrence, the Skinners, and the Hearseys,
toppled the Mogul pro-consuls from their gemmed seats of
ivory, and coming from the East, pushed their own frontiers
up to the marches of the veiled kingdom of Nepal.
This remote realm had, as we shall see, been the prize of
generations of knightly Rajput rovers, driving down from the
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